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Homework 

Requirements 

 

This is a process capability analysis for Improvements on a System after three different efforts. 

Specs are LSL=83 and USL=107, respectively. Assess the performance of  the process before 

improvements are made. After three different improvements (that respectively affected the mean, 

spread and both of  these simultaneously) the performance of  the process is again reassessed.  

  

Analyze the Capability of  the process before, and individually after each of  the three 

improvements were implemented. Analyze each result, separately. Finally, select the improvement 

that you feel that better resolves the situation, even if  not completely. Write a short but 

substantiated Report to your manager, that discusses: 

  

1. All the analyses done and their results 

2. All the model assumption checks that you performed 

3. Your conclusions regarding which course of  action to take 

4. And what you think your organization should do next. 

 



DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS 

 

Before means the data of the system before any improvement. 

 

Sig refers to standard deviation.  

AfterSig means the statistics after modifying std deviation. 

 

Mu refers to mean. 

AfterMu means the statistics after modifying mean. 

 

BothS&M means the statistics after modifying both mean and 

std deviation. 

 



Preparation. 

 

Firstly, we need to identify whether the process is stable and follows a 

normal distribution so we draw the control graph using the MINITAB. 

 

All following analysis is based on a normal distribution. That’s the reason 

why we have to check its P-value before any analysis. 

 



It shows the P-value is 0.922 which is much greater than 

the significance level of 0.05.So decision is to fail to reject 

the null hypothesis, that is, data follow a normal 

distribution. 

  



According to the graph, we can know that there is one 

point beyond the control line, so we cannot determine the 

process always keep the stable. 



 

 

Secondly, we start making the process capability analysis. We estimate the std deviation 

of the population (σ) through the std deviation of the sample (s). 

 

  

Something has been done through MINITAB but you may not realize before 

u is the mean of all data. 

If there is no point beyond the control line, we can determine the process always keep the 

stable. Thus we use 

 

as our standard deviation. 

R is the mean of the range of tolerance of all subgroups. 

d2 is determined by number of subgroup, it can be looked by table. 



 ANALYSIS OF DATA.(process capability) 



1. According to the graph that, we can know that the 

Cp=0.4,Cpk=0.25,both of them are consider cannot be 

accepted. The process capability should be 

improvement.  

2. There is difference between Cp and Cpk illustrates that 

the mean of the population is not same as the mean of 

tolerance of mean. 

  

 

There are three scenarios below in order to get higher CP 

and Cpk: 



Plan A: Improving standard deviation 



  

1. According to the graph that, we can know that the 

Cp=0.7,Cpk=0.46,both of them are consider cannot be 

accepted. The process capability should be 

improvement. 

 

2. There is difference between Cp and Cpk illustrates that 

the mean of the population is not same as the mean of 

tolerance of mean. 
 

3. From Xbar-R chart we could know there is no point 

beyond the tolerance lines. There is no need to 

estimate standard deviation of population(σ) through 

the std deviation of the sample (s). 



Plan B: Improving mean 



1. According to the graph that, we can know that the 

Cp=0.37,Cpk=0.30,which is even lower than the result of only 

improving standard deviation. The process capability should be 

improvement. 
 

2. From Xbar-R chart we could know there is no point beyond the 

tolerance lines. There is no need to estimate standard deviation 

of population(σ) through the std deviation of the sample (s)  

 

3. Sample mean become more stable than improving std deviation 

but sample range has an opposite result.  



Plan C: Improving both standard deviation and mean 



1. According to the graph that, we can know that the 

Cp=0.94, Cpk=0.86, which has the best effect among 

three scenarios. But We generally want a Cpk of at 

least 1.33 [4 sigma] or higher to satisfy most 

customers.  

 

2. From Xbar-R chart we could know there is no point 

beyond the tolerance lines. There is no need to 

estimate standard deviation of population(σ) through 

the std deviation of the sample (s).  

 

3. Sample range has become much smaller than before  



conclusion 

  

There is no doubt that should take the last scenario as the solution to this process 

capability analysis if we have to choose one. Both improve standard deviation and mean 

will be improved. But it isn’t the final conclusion yet. 

  

It is vital to consider how much it will cost for this improvement as an organization leader 

because improving standard deviation usually means more precise equipment, 

experienced workers, better material and probably precipitating more downgrading at the 

beginning. In this case I suggest investing in improving standard deviation and mean 

without any doubt. There exists nearly 3 percent deviation of mean which could be solved 

by making new benchmarks immediately. The manager should intensely focus on 

standard deviation. Original data indicates its range is as much as 21.93 before any 

improvement and after our scenario it decreases to 9.78. Standard deviation range 

decreases to half of its original value means improving standard deviation helps this 

system a lot.  

  

Considering getting a low value of Cpk even after improvingS&M, the organization would 

better give up this existing process and redesign it directly. 



Final project 





• An unstable process with one point 

beyond the control line. 

• Low Cp and Cpk value which means 

probably cannot satisfy customers, in 

this case they are passengers. 



• The within line on capability 

histogram indicates much fewer 

cases will go beyond passengers’ 

requirement. 

• But the low Cp and Cpk value aren’t 

improved significantly. This scenario 

only solve prat of this problem. 



• A more stable process with no point 

beyond the control line. 

• But the low Cp and Cpk value are 

improved significantly though they 

are still lower than 1.33[4sigma]. 

Passengers won’t be satisfied either. 



• The sample range has decreased 

from 116 to 40.8. Besides no point 

goes beyond the control line. It will be 

a stable process.  

• Cp and Cpk value are improved 

significantly though they are still in 

the interval (1, 1.33). It may not 

satisfies most passengers but will be 

a good choice for the subway system 

manager. 



CONCLUSION 

• The external factor mainly refers to factors of the operator (e.g. technical breakdowns) 

or independent factors (e.g. weather conditions, incidents, accidents). 

• It’s impossible for any department of subway operation system to control the weather to 

facilitate system operation. Choosing experienced technician for regular examination and 

a timely accident information for preparing alternative route if possible will help a lot.  


